
Code of Conduct 

All participants in Day of Dance are expected to conduct themselves in a manner to ensure the safety 
and enjoyment of all members of our festival - presenters, dancers, and festival staff.


Respect the facility


In the studio and on the stage:  no outdoor shoes, no gum, no food or drink except water in 
closed containers.


On any marley surface: no outdoor shoes


In the auditorium:  no food or drink except water in closed containers.


Snacks and meals may be eaten in the Titelman Lounge, in the hallways of Misciagna, and 
immediately outside in the plaza.  Dispose of all trash and please recycle!


Get the most from your workshops


Respect your workshop leaders.  Most leaders welcome your questions!  But they do not 
welcome chat and side talk.  Turn phones off during class.


Dress appropriately:  No specific attire is required, but all dancers should dress in fitted clothing 
that facilitates movement and is appropriate for a variety of styles.  Bring the shoes that you need 
for the styles you intend to take.  PLUS - bring outdoor shoes that you can move in (no flip flops, 
high heels, or loose sandals).  


Pull your hair back.


Take off dangling jewelry.  Better yet - leave your jewelry at home.


Safety is #1


Do not leave the workshop site.  All dancers are expected to remain on site for the entire day.  If 
dancers leave during the day, they are expected to CHECK OUT at registration and be 
accompanied by a parent or designated studio representative.


Stay out of areas that are not part of the festival schedule.  Our building contains offices, 
workspaces, and backstage areas that are not open to attendees.  


Report any incidents or injuries immediately to festival staff and to your studio representatives.


At your tech time


Treat festival staff, especially production staff, with respect and attention.  They are trying to give 
your piece the best showing they can.   Manage your time so that no one is waiting for you.


At adjudication


Be the audience you want to perform for.  Turn off cellphones, watch attentively, and show your 
appreciation for all dancers.  When it is your turn, they will appreciate you!


Take adjudication feedback as a compliment.  The adjudicators want you to grow as a dancer.  
Their comments are intended to help you, so listen and consider what they have to say.


